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What is SETTLER COLONIALISM? What does SETTLER COLONIALISM mean?

{youtube}SEHtSjKRvTo{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEHtSjKRvTo

What is the Definition of Genocide

{youtube}kQw7alhlz7E{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQw7alhlz7E

!!!!!!Tasmanian Genoside!!!!

{youtube}CICV2np5QxA{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=CICV2np5QxA
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Kenyans get go-ahead to sue Britain over torture claims

{youtube}bU8F0qkUrF0{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=bU8F0qkUrF0

Inside the Hotbeds of Israeli Settler Terror

{youtube}U8Tkzf5Kb4s{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8Tkzf5Kb4s

PURE EVIL _ THE WORLD MUST KNOW _ CHILD ORGAN HARVESTING

{youtube}j9aljfB-ZwE{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9aljfB-ZwE
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The Origins of the Contemporary Racism

I condemn violence; I condemn racism; I condemn settler-colonialism; I condemn genocide; I
condemn slavery.

Introduction

“Entertainment Crimes” and COINTELPRO

In a larger sense, the press engages in what Jeff Cohen has called propaganda from the center.
I would modify that by saying that the press and the government engage in both propaganda
and terrorism from the phony center. The phony center is the place where the system works. It
is the place where no human rights violations happen within the U.S., and where everything
runs smoothly so businesses and corporations can go on making money. It is not Republican or
Democratic. It is the status quo minus all the unfortunate and ugly realities and events that
might cause ripples. Crime and crime coverage fit right into the phony center, though, because
this gives the system some bad guys to chase and catch, showing how the system works and
even polices itself. State crimes are almost never mentioned, and white-collar crimes are not
mentioned often. It is mostly crimes by people who are in what might be called the lower
classes, except that in the phony center there is no such thing as class in America. Crime
coverage also serves very effectively to scare the public, so they will willingly accede to
authority and, increasingly of late, surrender more of their liberties. (There are also the
high-profile “entertainment crimes” which can displace real news for months.) Terrorism from
the center is any act of terrorism that tends to reinforce the impression of the phony center. It
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can serve to discredit “extremists” as well as to terrorize dissidents who might threaten the
power of the elites. This terrorism might include public acts to be misreported on the news or
cointelpro actions secretly carried out against people and groups.

Source: https://geeldon.wordpress.com/2010/11/16/part-ii-resisting-the-mind-control-state/

Main Subject

The propagation of instrumental racism is an act of terrorism on behalf of the “phony center”,
namely the settler-colonising empire U2RIT, in order for the criminal contemporary
settler-colonialism not to become noticed by the international community.

Therefore, the origins of the contemporary racism is the settler-colonising group of Nations,
U2RIT.

Here are the facts:

- Crime and crime coverage fit right into the phony center, though, because this gives the
system some bad guys to chase and catch, showing how the system works and even polices
itself. State crimes are almost never mentioned, and white-collar crimes are not mentioned
often. It is mostly crimes by people who are in what might be called the lower classes, except
that in the phony center there is no such thing as class in America. Crime coverage also serves
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very effectively to scare the public, so they will willingly accede to authority and, increasingly of
late, surrender more of their liberties. (There are also the high-profile “entertainment crimes”
which can displace real news for months.) Terrorism from the center is any act of terrorism that
tends to reinforce the impression of the phony center. It can serve to discredit “extremists” as
well as to terrorize dissidents who might threaten the power of the elites. This terrorism might
include public acts to be misreported on the news or cointelpro actions secretly carried out
against people and groups.

- Governments exist which, intensely denounce e.g. the Armenians’ Genocide and
simultaneously, they refuse to even pronounce the Genocides, of the Tasmanians’, of the
Kenyans’, of the Indians’ of the Americas, of the Guatamalians’, of the Palestinians’, of the
Syrian children’s in Turkey, of the Irish’s, of the Cypriots’, etc. and the crimes, of the
settler-colonialism (which is racial and unilateral) and of the gang-stalking (which is a
death-program). By this way, these governments, indirectly, they may cultivate, within their own
populations, the racial hatred and the xenofobia and also they may create an incurable division
between their own citizens and other races the crimes of which, these governments,
scandalously, cover up.

- Right now, on February 20th, 2020 at 23:30, on its facebook webpage, an extra-Parliamentary
Greek political party which, recently, has been exposed as being a C.I.A.’s “front-organisation”,
there is a ridiculous and slandering the Greece’s Israelis online post that promotes unjustified
hatred against them. [For legal reasons I refrain from mentioning this political party’s identity].

- On the evening of the February 19th, 2020, there have been attacks at two hookah bars in the
city of Hanau left nine people dead and four injured. The 43-year-old suspected perpetrator was
later found dead at his home along with the body of his mother. Germany's attorney general,
Peter Frank, said a video and manifesto posted on the suspect's website expressed "not only
crazy thoughts and convoluted conspiracy theories, but also a deeply racist mentality." He
appeared to be a social loner who was actively involved in online conspiracy-theory groups. The
suspect, who German authorities are now referring to as Tobias R., was a member of a local
shooting club, where he trained up to three times a week, and the president of the SV Diana
Bergen-Enkheim shooting club in the district of Bergen-Enkheim has confirmed. "He was totally
inconspicuous," President Claus Schmidt said. "There wasn't the slightest hint of racism or
xenophobia, not even a weird joke." [Source: https://www.dw.com/en/german-prosecutors-sayhanau-shooter-had-a-deeply-racist-mentality/a-52443129
https://www.dw.com/en/germany-shootings-german-president-says-we-wont-be-intimidated/a-5
2441015
]. Consequently, the suspected perpetrator wasn’t cought on-action thus the identity of the
actual perpetrator remains uncertain; the suspected perpetrator’s death has not been
eyewitnessed by ordinary civilians; there were no reports in the media, as to whether the
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suspected perpetrator’s death occurred after or before the attacks, and as to the authenticity of
the video and manifesto posted on the suspect's website. Also, there was no report, on whether
he was socially marginalised through gang-stalking, on why, the online groups in which he
participated, they were categorised as, allegedly, “conspiracy-groups”, and on why the president
of the SV Diana Bergen-Enkheim shooting club described, the suspected perpetrator’s
behaviour, as impeccable.

- According to a large number of named and public testimonies which reliable eyewitnesses and
victims of gang-stalking and/or settler-colonialism have posted in the Internet, the criminal
methods by which, both of these henious crimes are being perpetrated are such that, their
public denunciation to appear as, allegedly, being “crazy thoughts and convoluted conspiracy
theories, but also a deeply racist mentality”.

As far as I am conserned, I believe that the human life is sacred and invaluable. And I
legitimately try to contribute in the peacefull and non-violent restoration of, peace, freedom,
cooperation and frugal prosperity, within the civilised countries.

It is common knowledge the fact that, my first country, Greece, since the end of WW1, remains
a British-colony and it is a certain fact that, my Father’s brother is the Greek oligarch Mr.
George Bompolas.

Tha moral and peacefull character of my personality, as it is unfolding within the 2,500 posted in
my website www.agorapoliton.gr ( http://198.136.54.115/~agorapol ) is impossible to hide or
misinterpret.

Almost entirely, the claims posted in my articles belong to other reliable political activists and
human-rights activists and they are adequately documented with undeniable legal evidence.

Legal evidence of the political persecution of the Greek government against me, they have been
posted in my website along with legal evidence about Greece’s dictatorship.
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Concluding, I wish to urge the governments, which they may indirectly cultivate racism, racial
hatred and xenofobia within their population, or, which they neglect to forbid “entertainment
crimes” to be committed within their territory, or, which they become instrumental in destroying
innocent dissidents who might threaten the power of the elites, to, somehow, find the courage
for terminating the horrible settler-colonialism within their homeland and thus to rescue their
own citizens from its interlinked genocidal-policies. Instead, these governments, they may,
intentionally or due to negligence, contribute to their dissidents’ plausibly deniable extermination
and by this way, these governments’ members, to become eligible for the traditional treatments
which, the settler-colonisers they dedicate, through the centuries, for the most obedient
members of the indigenous populations.

Christos Boumpoulis

economist
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